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Between Two Synods on the Family 
What Are the Expectations? 



By way of introduction…~ 2013 

 ° Collegiality & 
subsidiarity in the 
governing of the 
barque of Peter and in 
proclaiming the God of 
Jesus as Good News 

 

 ° Opening up and 
encouraging a space 
for discernment of the 
signs of the times => 
aggiornamento of 21st 
century!? 
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By way of introduction ~ 2014 

° Majorities do not create ‘truth’ – but the rift between 

 doctrine and life is food for thought! 

° Thinking about truth is always critical by asking for 

the reasons behind a doctrine – also at a Synod! 

° In moral issues, uncertainty and ambiguity are not 

defects but part of moral reality itself 
 

° A plea for re-trieving the full personalist approach 

of Gaudium et spes: the fundamental norm of 

morality is the human person adequately 

considered  reductionism of ‘natural law’ 
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Towards the 2014 Synod - 1 

° Growing tension between  
    favouring “the law of graduality”     

    ~ Walter Kasper e.a. 
    rejection of “graduality of the law”     

    ~ Gerard Müller & Raymond Burke 

° Position of Pope Francis: ‘let 1000 flowers 
bloom’ => I want a real debate instead of a 
ecclesially correct (non) discourse  listen to one 
another and learn from each other 

° The ‘input’ of families from around the 
globe…? 
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Towards the 2014 Synod - 2 

° Essay (22 pages) by bishop Johan Bonny 

(Antwerp, Belgium), dated September 1, 

2014: “Synod on the Family: Expectations of 

a Diocesan Bishop” 

 - retrieve collegiality between episcopate and   

 Pope ~ dynamism of Second Vatican Council 

 - conscience and the issue/doctrine of responsible 

 parenthood… 

 - the Church as travelling companion amidst 

 pastoral reality ~ reflection on doctrine… 
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The 2014 Synod’s Relatios - 1 

° Relatio post disceptationem (13 October) 

  “Positive aspects of civil unions and cohabitation” 

 Constructive elements; doors always open; walk towards 

fullness of marriage 

  “Caring for wounded families” 

 Effective reality of familial fragilities; respect the suffering; 

realize impact on children; make nullity more accessible; 

listen to and illuminate conscience of spouses 

  “Welcoming homosexual persons” 

 Gifts and qualities; homosexual unions as mutual aid; 

special attention to children who live with these couples 
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The 2014 Synod’s Relatios - 2 

° Relatio post disceptationem: reactions… 

between ‘right on track’ and ‘confusion; 

misrepresentation’ to ‘utterly wrong’ 

 - Cardinal Walter Kasper: this is the fruit of 

collegial reflection and discussion 

 - Cardinal Wilfrid Napier: ideas of individuals are 

presented as the general position of Synod 

 - Cardinal Raymond Burke: this document should 

be set aside completely 
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The 2014 Synod’s Relatios - 3 

° Relatio Synodi (18 October): c’est le ton qui 
fait la musique… 

 “Pastoral Care for Couples Civilly Maried or   
   Living Together” (constructive response    
   marriage & family) 

 “Care for Broken Families” (separated, divorced – 
   remarried, single-parent) 

 “Pastoral Attention towards Persons with       
   Homosexual Tendencies” (no grounds for     
   considering homosexual unions ~ marriage &  
   family) 
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The 2014 Synod’s Relatios - 4 

° Relatio Synodi (18 October): reactions 
 - Archbishop Charles Chaput: discussions are 

sending mixed message and confusion is of the 
devil 

 - Cardinal Reinhard Marx: the doors are wide open 
 the real work is about to begin 

 - Bishop Thomas Tobin: we are loosing our profetic 
counter-cultural voice; process is rather Protestant 

 - Bishop Robert Lynch: collegiality in its most 
pristine form 

 - Cardinal George Pell: no doctrinal backflips 
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The ‘Elephant’ in the Relatios 

° Relatio post disceptationem: “The transmission 

of life and the challenge of the declining birthrate” 

(nrs. 53-55) 

° Relatio Synodi: “The Transmission of Life and the 

Challenges of a Declining Birthrate” (nrs. 57-59) 

 - [formation of] conscience not mentioned… 

 - ‘responsible parenthood’ not mentioned… 

   RPD: “generative responsability”      

  RS: “responsible procreation” 

 - Repetition of Humanae vitae (Paul VI; 1968) and 

 Familiaris consortio (John Paul II; 1981) 
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The Lineamenta for the 2015 Synod 

° Title of the 2015 synod: “The Vocation and 
Mission of the Family in the Church and 
Contemporary World” (echo of GS?) 

° Lineamenta in two parts 
 1°: Relatio Synodi (without the ‘votes’) 
 2°: Questions Aimed at a Response to and In-Depth 

Examination of the Relatio Synodi 
  - Preliminary Question: does RS correspond to   

 reality and what is missing? 
  - Questions ~ Listening (nrs. 1-6); Looking at Christ 

(nrs. 7-22); Pastoral Perspectives (nrs. 23-46) 
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Responses to the Lineamenta - 1 

° Questions were initially not leading to a 

repetition of the wide 2014 consultation 

 - Strong impuls from Swiss Bishops 

 - ‘Translating’ the questionaire ~ South Africa et.al. 

 - Explaining the questionaire: Catholic Network on 

Population, Parenthood and Development 

° As yet unclear if & how theologians, families 

& women will be involved in the work of 

Bishop’s Conferences and in the 2015 

Synod 
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Responses to the Lineamenta - 2 

° Episcopal voices 

 - From ‘mercy’ towards ‘recognition’: bishop Johan 

Bonny on the value of same-sex relationships ~ 

exclusivity, fidelity, mutual care  ‘blessing’ 

 

 - ‘Power of the Keys’: archbishop Charles Palmer-

Buckle on interpretations of Scripture - Mt. 16, 19: 

bounding and loosing on earth and in heaven (“It is 

daring to say what I am saying”) 
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What to expect? 

° “Natural law” no longer mentioned in Lineamenta 

=> shift towards conciliar personalism? 

° Through local Bishop’s Conferences an increase 

in contextualizations? ~ ‘cracks…’ 

° Continued non-reception of teaching regarding 

responsible parenthood to open up theological 

investigation of Humanae vitae? ~ ‘cracks…’ 

° From ‘mercy’ towards respect and recognition of 

values in any human/e relation? ~ ‘cracks…’ 

° … 
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What to expect? 
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